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About Us                 

Wuhan EETO Laser Equipment Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer of 
high quality, ultra-precision fiber laser machinery for metal sheet & pipe
processing. We specialized in CNC fiber laser cutting machine, laser 
welding machine, laser cleaning machine covering various fields such 
as metal sheet fabrication, electrical cabinet, medicine industry, LED, 
advertisement, automotive, aerospace, building., etc.

Our products have been exported to over 30 countries such as Russia, 
Romania, Macedonia, South Africa, Mexico, Malaysia., and we are 
currently one of the top 10 laser cut machine exporters in South America.

We believe in small details make big differences, following strict quality 
control system has won trust from global clients, and passed ISO9001 
Quality assurance certification. As our founder Andy said we built for 
customers’ satisfaction, as long as they trust us, we will keep growing. It 
is our eternal goal to get our customers’ 
Recognition.



Specification

Basic Specification 

Laser Power 1000W/1500W/2000W/3000W

Input Voltage 380V 50/60Hz

Single Tube Maximum Weight 170KG

Support Tube Types Round, Square, Oval, Rectangle 

Cutting Diameter 15-218mm Diameter for Round Tube

Maximum Tube Length 6000 mm

Maximum Rotation Speed 90 RPM

Maximum Motion Speed 60 m/min

Maximum Motion Acceleration 0.6 G

Auto Loading Tube Types Closed Contour Tubes

Auto Loading Tube Diameter Range 20 – 200 mm

Auto Loading Tube Length 3000 – 6000 mm

Material Storge Weight 3000 Tons



Max Cutting Thickness      1KW       1.5KW      2KW       3KW

Mild Steel 8mm 10mm 14mm     16mm

Stainless Steel 4mm 5mm 6mm 8mm

Aluminum 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm

Brass 1mm 2mm 3mm 4mm

Machine Configuration

Laser Source IPG/Raycus/JPT (Optional)

Cutting Head Raytools, BM111S

CNC Cutting Software Friendess, FSCUT5000B

Servos System Yaskawa EtherCAT Servo Drive System

Gear Reducer Motoreducer

Exhaust System EETO

Chuck System Dairuike, DRK22 Pneumatic Chuck

Water Chiller Hanli

Auto Loading System EETO

Unloading Platform EETO

Air Conditioner Tongfei

Air Control System SMC/Airtac

Auto-Lubrication System EETO

Industrial computer EETO
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Unique Solutions for Efficient Production

Excellent Laser Source 

A wide selection of various, powerful laser source is one of your rights to choose. Whether IPG, 
the most stable and famous brand in the world, or new-rise Chinese Raycus Or cost-effective JPT, 
all we offered are high-quality and high energy-efficiently laser source with two years warranty.

Rugged Machine Body and Four Clamp Jaws’ Chuck 

Machine body has rigid construction with four clamp jaws work support system extends your work 
envelope. The system provides greater rigidity in the cut zone allowing for more weight, larger 
diameters and longer lengths.

Auto Loading and Unloading System 

Maximum 500KG loading weight for bundle loader, after the first tube loaded, from the second 
to the rest is ready in sequence while the first tube is cutting, which greatly relieves the labor 
intensity. The belt conveyor will transport the finished parts to your pallets or boxes. The scraps, 
instead, end up in a separate container, so the machine is always clean and at maximum 
efficiency. with our auto unloading platform, only one staff can handle all the processes, 
significant manpower saving, and efficiency improvement.  

High Efficiency but Lower Energy Consumption 

In Comparison with CO2 laser, Fiber laser source or laser resonator up to 40% conversion 
efficiency has remarkable reduced power consumption while have a better cutting 
performance.

Various Tube Shapes Supported

This auto-loading system able to process closed shapes tube like round, square, oval and 
rectangle. 

Long Lifetime Running 

With a predicted 100,000 hours working time for laser source, that means you can run 8 hours a 
day for more than 30 years. And maintenance free as long as working in a good environment 
condition.

Customized Cutting Length and Size 

Up to 200mm customized cutting diameter and 6 meters long tube. we are full of flexibility,
tailored for our customers is one of our advantages. 



Cutting Edge Technology for Manufacturing         

Auto Focus 

With Raytools cutting head and TubePro cutting system, you do not need adjust laser focus 
manually. It varies based on different material thickness and positioning.

Loading Flexibility 

Depend on your factory layout or operation convenience, you can freely choose loading from 
the front or back side of machine.

Restart from the Last Position 

If the alarm condition is remedied after the machine is stopped or the cutting operation is 
paused by the operator in case of any alarm, and it is desired to continue the remaining 
operation, the machine can be resumed from where it was left.

Minimum Setup Times

Leverage the smart cutting system, only few steps needed to be set when you change tube type
and cutting graphic.

Inner Surface Cleaning System

Keep Pipe/Tube Inner Surface Clean is an important factor for High Quality Cutting. We've tested 
and verified several different methods, then integrated an ideal solution for ensuring high quality 
cutting.

Minimum Material Waste 

Thanks to the barrel type designed rear chuck, the rear chuck can move into front chuck, that 
makes the minimum scrap length less than 150mm. 

Pneumatic Control

All FPC series have replaced with pneumatic chucks and oiling system which greatly improved 
cutting efficiency and reduced staff dependence.



Distinctive Features Designed for Easy Use

0Multiply Files Accessibility 

You can upload files by USB flash drive, WIFI wireless connection or cable access. 

Windows Based Operation System 

We have installed windows 7 based operating system for you. no learn costs and can extend 
various CAD software and data interface.

Fast Installation and Easy Maintenance 

Since the electric board, laser unit, pneumatic board and all connections are implemented on 
the main unit. It only takes fairly short time to install. Separate distribution cabinet, widely use 
aviation plug designed for rapid troubleshooting and easy maintenance.

Remote Connection on the Internet 

If the machine is connected to the internet, all kinds of information related with malfunction can
be viewed remotely. Remote service engineers can find the cause of error, alarm history and
change parameters if necessary. Any kind of program update on the system can be performed 
via internet.

Nesting Function 

Cutting with large quantity while saving the material utmost, with nesting function inside, it helps 
you to distribute each part on limited material dimension and maximize utilization rate.

Cutting Parameter Inside 

We have stored necessary cutting parameters before machine left our factory. All you needed is 
to type in material and thickness to call data and of course, we open the setup interface for you 
to adjust parameters as well.

Residue Collection Troll The metal residues will fall down from the supporting bo

ard gap, by this trolley you can easily collect and clean residues regularly.



Comprehensive Safety Operation

Emergency Stop

We have placed serval emergency buttons on the whole machine to enable you to stop 
machine in emergency situations at the most convenient pon.

Fume Extraction System

The cutting fume will be released into air when the metal is gasified by the high-intensity laser 
beam while polluting environment and causing health problems, we introduced the fume 
extraction system to collect fume in production.

Fast Gas Changing and Low Air Pressure Alarm

Quick plugs are easily for to change between different gases, and low air pressure alarm protects 
cutting head from damage while the pressure is lower than needed.

International Standard Distribution Cabinet 

We follow International Standard for Electrical Wiring Design, make sure follow up maintenance 
and service would be much easier.

Adjustable Footing Design

When the machine body is not leveled, no necessary to lift, only one staff screw or loosen the 
bolts can get it adjusted.

Temperature Control and Voltage Protection

Dual temperature control system, water cooling for internal laser source and cutting head 
running, air conditioner for external environment. Voltage stabilizer to protect from voltage 
fluctuation.

Staff Training 

Whether your machine is installed by our agents or our own staff, we will train you enough to 
qualify to operate this machine, and aware of how to operate safely and take correct actions 
when an emergency happening.



Why Choose Us

Wide Range of Laser Product Groups
Start from selling laser machine to manufacture full range of laser products，EETO 
laser has made her significant transformation. Now we produce our own laser 
marking machine, laser cleaning machine, laser welding machine and laser cutting 
machine. Has built our own R&D team, and applied, acquired many national 
technology patents and will continue investing on technology exploration and 
research. 

Trust from Global Clients

We built our products with high criterions, except domestic market, most of our 
products are sold in Europe. And won clients’ trust year after year. Good products 
speak for itself. 

Expanding Service Centers Over the World

To better serve our clients globally, we are expanding our service centers globally, 
from Asia, Europe to North Africa, North and Middle America, you can get our 
support and services widely. 

Deeply-rooted Laser Industry Management Team 

Our managing team and factory managers all has rich experience in laser industry, 
some of them has long working period outside of China. Pragmatic and stable 
leadership are leading EETO laser on a rapid growing way.  

Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement 

We valued the quality issues from very beginning, all of our products have passed 
prototype verification test within in our factory, and collect enough data and make 
improvement before launching. And we also pay attention on listening feedback 
from our customers, and continuous improving operation experience. Have passed
ISO9001 quality assurance certificate and following strict quality standard is the 
guarantee towards our customers.  



Quality Assurance

1. We have passed ISO9001 quality assurance certification and necessary export 
and import certification.

2. We offer one year guarantee for all of our laser machines, and two years 
guarantee for laser source. Services include but not limited to change parts, onsite 
repair (may conduct by our staff or agents), online instruction.

3. We provide lifetime maintenance support. If the machine has passed guarantee 
period, there should be with reasonable charge. 

4. We supply full range consumable parts with genuine verification.

5. The above info is not standard configuration of each machine. The specification
and details subjected to contract terms signed by both sides.

6. Our machines are fully complied the law and regulations within RPC, customers 
should fully aware the risks and differences in their own country or regions and 
comply which includes but not limited to occupational health and 
safety,environment protection, fire code etc., 

https://www.youdao.com/w/occupational%20health%20and%20safety/#keyfrom=E2Ctranslation
https://www.youdao.com/w/occupational%20health%20and%20safety/#keyfrom=E2Ctranslation


Services

1.Feedback 
If you have any questions or issues need support from our side, you can dial +86-027-
81807260 or send e-mail to service@eetomachinery.com or visit our website 
www.eetolaser.com to get help.

2.Remote assistant
Our after-sales team can offer technical support and instruction via video, E-mail or 
Remote assistance software etc. to support on installation, or technical issues. 

3. Onsite service 
Onsite service might be provided by our staff or agents, it depends on your location. 
Onsite service includes but not limited to installation, training, equipment update, 
troubleshooting, repair.
Clients also should offer essential assistant on tools, staff support etc.

For more details, please visit our website: http://www.eetolaser.com/

This brochure may show parts that are not standards equipment but available as
options. The right to make changes to dimension, specification and appearance is 
reserved.

http://www.eetolaser.com/

